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GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
PETITION FOR REVIEW OF ALAB-644

On June 16, 1981, the Appeal Board issued ALAB-644, ruling that

the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant satisfies the NRC's seismic

criteria in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A.'ursuant to 10 C.F.R.

2.786, Governor Brown petitions the Commission to review the important

questions of law, policy, and fact presented by ALAB-644.— Specifically,1/

the Governor requests that the Commission (1) rule that the issues iden-

tified herein by the Governor will be reviewed on the merits by the Com-

mission; (2) fix a schedule for the submission of briefs on such issue's;

and (3) find that the Commission will schedule oral argument for a date

to be fixed following the receipt of briefs.
This proceeding presents issues of compe'lling importance to the .

public health and safety. First, the facts of this case are unprece-

dented. Diablo Canyon is the only instance where a nuclear power plant

here two 1,000 megawatt units -- was sited on the basis of a critical
mistaken assumption. Indeed, the Diablo Canyon site was chosen by PG&E

Governor Brown is participating as representative of the interested1/ II

State" of California, as authorized by Section 274 of the Atomic
Energy Act and Section 2.715(c) of the NRC's regulations. After
arguing as amicus curiae (ALAB-583, ll NRC 447 (March 12, 1980)) in
the ALAB oral argument on appeal of the ASLB seismic decision,
Governor Brown participated actively as a litigant in the reopened

'--- ALAB''seismic proceeding, including submission of testimony and pro-
posed findings and cross-examination. See ALAB-598, 11 NRC 876,
June 24, 1980..
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on the belief, later shared by the NRC Staff, that the closest earth-

quake fault was 12 miles away and-capable of only a li 6.75 earthquake.

The fact, however, is that Diablo Canyon sits merely 2-3/4 miles from

an earthquake fault -- the Hosgri fault -- and this nearby fault is

capable of an earthquake of much greater proportion, a H 7.5 event.—2/

Second, after PG&E's mistake in siting the Diablo Canyon plant so

close to the Hosgri fault came to light, PG&E was required to perform

a re-analysis of the seismic safety of the plant. In performing and

reviewing this re-analysis, however, PG&E and the Staff used -unprecedented

techniques. These techniques were suspicious from the outset. For

example, the ACRS underscored the failure of the re-analysis to use

conservative design bases and criteria:
[T]he design bases and criteria utilized in the
seismic reevaluation of the Diablo Canyon station
for the postulated Hosgri event are in certain
cases less conservative than ghose that would be
used for an original design. ~

3/
i

And, the Appeal Board in 1979 'emphasized the pivotal importance of the

~oet hoo rationalization with whith PG&S and the Staff have promoted

Diablo Canyon:

We have here a nuclear plant designed and largely
built on one set of seismic assumptions, an inter-
vening discovery that those assumptions under-estimated
the magnitude of potential earthquakes, a reanalysis of
the plant to take the new estimates into account, and a

ost hoc conclusion that the lant is essentiall satis-
factor as is -- but on theoretical bases artl untested
and reviousl unused for these urposes.4/

2/ ALAB-644, pp. 3-4.

3/ Diablo Canyon Safety Analysis Report, Supplement 8, p. E-3
(emphasis supplied).

4/ ALAB-519 (1979)(emphasis supplied).
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Third, Diablo Canyon confronts the Commission with a significant
legal issue of first impr'ession.:. — This case requires the interpreta-5/

tion of the central operative language of Appendix A, which provides:
The vibratory ground motion produced by the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake shall be defined by response
spectra corresponding to the maximum vibrator
accelerations at the elevations of the foundations
of the nuclear power plant structures. . . .6/

This language therefore means that the response spectra for Diablo

Canyon "shall" correspond to the "maximum vibratory accelerations of

a M 7.5 earthquake." The Appeal Board ruled, however, that the "word"
I

"maximum" in Appendix A actually does not mean maximum. Instead,
the'oard'oundthat "maximum" means something less, something in this case

which is just less enough for the Board to rule Diablo Canyon safe from

unreasonable earthquake risks. Accordingly, on the basis of the Board's

connotation of the word "maximum," the Board approved response spectra

, for Diablo Canyon that do not satis.fy even a M 6.5 earthquake.

Finally, Diablo Canyon presents a policy issue with precedential

importance. At least two other pending operating license proceedings,

Seabrook and San Onofre, involve issues under the central language of

Appendix A. The Commission's interpretation of Appendix A here will
thus guide the Boards, and presumably the Commission itself, in

those two proceedings.

The .Governor submits that the critical issues and unique facts

presented by Diablo Canyon compel the Commission to take personal cog-

5/ In Seabrook, Appendix A issues were presented for review, but the
Commission reversed and directed the taking of additional

evidence'ithoutproviding definitive guidance regarding the Appendix A
seismic design requirements. See Public Service Co. of New Ham
shire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-33, 12 NRC 295
(1980).

6/ 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, 5- VI(a) (emphasis supplied).
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nizance of this case. Each participant in this proceeding has ad-

vocated a strong position, and among the highly respected experts who

testified at the hearings there are the sharpest differences of profes-
sional opinion. Too much talent has been dedicated to this unique pro-

ceeding for the Commission now to step aside and let the Appeal Board

decision stand as the categorical law of the Commissioners. It is only

fitting that the Commissioners, the persons who must bear the burden

of public accountability, should now review the merits of this case and

face the responsibility, of judging the safety of the mistakenly sited
Diablo Canyon plant.

Accordingly, the Governor requests the Commission to set for brief-
ing and oral argument the following issues, each of which was decided

incorrectly by the Appeal Board: Magnitude Saturation; Effective
Acceleration; Tau Effect; and Seismic Focusing.

Ma nitude Saturation* The Board ruled that the peak accelerations

from earthquakes in the M 6.5 range may be used to determine the ac-

celerations expected from the much larger M 7.5 SSE for Diablo Canyon.

Thus, the Board accepted accelerations from Pacoima Dam during the 1971

San Fernando Valley earthquake as the basis for the free field response

spectrum for Diablo Canyon. However, the Pacoima Dam accelerations

and response spectrum resulted from a M 6.5 event. The Board justified
use of these M 6.5 data by accepting the untested theory that above

6/

There is serious dispute among seismologists over the extent to

which acceleration increases as magnitude exceeds M 6.5. The position

of the United States Geological Survey reflects the current state of

uncertainty:

6/ ALAB-644, pp. 42-52, 72-76. Governor Brown vigorously disputed
this point before the Appeal Board. ~E. .. Governor Brown Proposed
Findings, pp. 4-5, 9-12.
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Above magnitude 6.5 there are essentially no data
for estimating the effect of magnitude on near-fault
peak acceleration, velocity and displacement, other
than the static fault offset as a bound on the peak
displacement. Conservatism re uires the resum tion
of some increase with ma nitude.7

In accepting PGGE's argument that acceleration is independent of

magnitude above M 6.5, the Board erred by rejecti'ng the cautionary
"presumption" of the USGS, the emphatic mandate for conservatism in
Appendix A, and the persuasive testimony of the Governor's expert wit-
nesses and the Board's own witnesses.

The Board compounded this error by making two evidentiary rulings
which severely prej udiced the slant of the data introduced into evidence.

First, the Board refused to allow into evidence a recent USGS Report
s

which indicates that peak acceleration from an earthquake in the M 7.5

range will be approximately 50 ercent hi her than .the acceleration of

an earthquake in the M 6.5 range. — This Report directly contradicts8/

the Board's conclusion that M 6.5 accelerations define the accelerations

for the M 7.5 SSE.—9/

7/ USGS Circular 795, "Estimation of Ground Motion Parameters,"
Joint Int. Ex. R-l, p. 25 (emphasis supplied).

8/ ALAB-644, pp. 176-78. Joint Intervenors and Governor Brown argued
strongly for the receipt of this Report into evidence and the calling
of USGS uitnesses to testify. ~E. .. Response of Governor Edmund G.
Brown Jr. to Appeal Board Order dated April 15, 1981.

9/ The Board's reason. for refusing to accept the USGS Report into evi-
dence is unsound. First, the Board notes the lack of data in the
Report for earthquakes above M 6.5. ALAB-644, pp. 176-78. However,
~ever analysis relied upon by the Board itself in its ALAS-644 suf-
fered the same shortcoming. Second, without even discussing the
details of the Report, the Board concluded that the Report would
not change the Board's result. Id. This conclusion, without sup-
porting rationale, cannot be accepted because the Board was at the

See Public Service Co. of New Ham shire, (Seabrook Station, Units
1 and 2.), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 64 (1977).
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Second,, PG&E presented a computer model and testimony related to

the potential effects of seismic focusin at Diablo Canyon. Focusing,

whereby amplitudes of- ground motion in the direction of rupture propa-

gation are increased, could significantly increase peak accelerations

at Diablo Canyon. The PG&E modeling, however, incorrectly used several

non-conservative parameters that tilted the results of the analysis in

favor of PG&E's established position. If .the'nalysis had used para-

meters con'sistent with the testimony of the Governor's witnesses and

the Board's witnesses, significant focusing effects would have been

shown. — The Board failed to justify rejection of the extensive evi-10/

dence submitted by the Governor and, indeed, erred in failing to grant

the Governor's request that the essential computer modeling be performed

with the correct parameters.—11/

Effective Acceleration. The USGS recommended that 1.15g would be

the peak'cceleration value associated with a M 7.5 SSE and that, in-

deed, there would be at -least 5 acceleration values above 0.75g in a

M 7.5 event. The Appeal Board accepted the USGS recommendation but was

confronted with a Licensing Board finding that the free field response

.spectrum should be anchored at only 0.75g, not the higher values recom-

mended by USGS. To rationalize use of the 0.75g value as an anchor

point for the free field spectrum, the Appeal Board relied on the so-

'called "effective acceleration" concept. However, the Board admitted

that it does not know how the 0.75g acceleration was selected, but

r

10/ See Gov. Brown Proposed Findings, pp. 60-70.

11/ See ALAB-644, pp. 77-87. Governor Brown requested the Board to
direct PG&E to prepare a correct focusing analysis.„ The Governor
proposed a joint steering group composed of experts from each
participant in the proceeding to ovexsee the prompt performance
of the modeling. Gov. Brown Proposed Findings, p. 72.
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surmises that 0.75g was chosen because a response spectrum anchored at

0.75g would virtually bound the Pacoima Dam spectrum.II II 12/

As a result of selecting 0.75g as the anchor point, the Diablo
'anyonfree field response spectrum for the M 7.5 SSE closely follows

the lesser M 6.5 Pacoima Dam spectrum at frequencies below 10-15 hertz.

However, at 15 hertz and above, the Diablo Canyon spectrum is signifi-
cantly below the Pacoima Dam spectrum. Indeed, at zero period acceleration,

the Diablo Canyon spectrum is almost 35 percent below the Pacoima Dam

spectrum. —. This discrepancy provides an example of the way that "effec-13/

tive acceleration" improperly has been fashioned to justify the seismic

'afety of Diablo Canyon.

Appendix A states that the SSE "shall"be defined by the "maximum

vibratory accelerations" associated with the SSE. The'oard states that

"under any rule of reason, . . . that requirement must be understood to

have reference to effective maximum acceleration." — However, not only„14/

does Appendix A fail to express the concept of "effective acceleration,"

but Appendix A does no.t permit the use of any concept or device that

emasculates the effect of the Commission!s conservative seismic design

requirements. Indeed, if any "rule of reason" were contemplated by Ap-

pendix A, reason itself dictates that this rule would be in the direction

of conservatism, not diametrically opposed to conservatism as is

"effective acceleration."—„is/

12/ ALAB-644, pp. 56-72. Use of the effective acceleration concept in
this proceeding hss been strongly opposed. ~E... Joint Xnt. Pro-
posed IV-79 Findings, pp. 8-9.

13/ See prepared testimony of Dr. George Young, pg. 15, Reopened Hearing.
Tr. after p. 608. Frequencies in the 15 hertz range are relevant to
Diablo Canyon because there are important pipes and structures with
natural frequencies of 14-16 hertz. See ALAB-644, p. 139.

14/ ALAB-644, p. 68 (emphasis in original).
15/ Appendix A repeatedly~emphasizes the need for conservatism. For

instance, the Appendix A criteria "are based on limited geophysical
and geological information;" investigations may need to be "more
conservative . . . in areas of high seismicity>" the SSE determina-
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The opinions of Mr. Farrar in Seabrook and Indian Point—. have

demonstrated that there is no rational means for deriving "maximum ef-

fective acceleration" and that this concept is inconsistent with Appendix

A. This view was underscored by the action of the Staff on April 8, 1980,

when RFP No. RS-RES-80-192, entitled "Effective Peak Acceleration for
Nuclear Power Plant Design," was issued. The RFP's Statement of Mork

announced that it would be "desirable" to develop a method to determine

appropriate effective acceleration values. Surely, a concept in such a

state of infancy should not be used to determine whether the mistakenly

sited Diablo Canyon plant satisfies the Commission's conservative seismic

safety requirements.

Tau Effect. The Board authorized a further drastic reduction of the

Diablo Canyon free field spectrum on the basis of another previously un-

used device: the "tau" effect, purported1y "a phenomenon by which the

higher frequencies of earthquake mot
„17/structures." — Thus, the design spe

reduced by tau as follows:—I I I I ;.-is/

ion fallegedly] are reduced in large

ctra for Diablo Canyon were further

Containment and Intake -- Zero period acceleiation reduced 20/
from 0.75 to 0.6g19/

Auxiliary Building Zero period acceleration reduced 22/
from 0.75g to 0.55

Turbine Building Zero period acceleration reduced 33/
from 0.75g to 0.50g.

15/ (Cont'd) tions must be applied "in a conservative manner;" there
are "limited data available on vibratory ground motions of strong
earthquakes . . . ." 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. 55 I, II,
~(s) (1) (iv), VI(a) (1) .

16/ ALAB-561, dissenting from ALAB-422 and ALAB-436, CCH Nuc. Reg. Rptr.
30,414 (1979).

17/ ALAB-644, p. 114. Governor Brown vigorously opposed the proposed tau
reductions. Gov. Brown Proposed Findings, pp. 35-52.

18/ FSAR Amendment 50, Appendix-D-LL 10 at p. 10.4.

19/ At 5 hertz, the containment structure spectrum was reduced 22 percent.
ALAB-644, p. 114.
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These "tau" reductions are not sanctioned by Appendix A. "Tau"

is a concept which was first articulated in Japan in the early 1970s,—20/

and, significantly, was adopted by PGEE for Diablo Canyon only after dis—

covery of the Hosgri fault. The Board accepted the "tau" reductions even

though the Board concluded-that the description, justification, and quanti-
fication of the tau effect were'ot clear in the "record, — and even though21/

the Board's witnesses, Messrs. Luco and Trifunac, both consultants to the

ACRS; sharply disputed the legitimacy of ~an tau reductions.—22/

In summary, the Board approved the following gross departures from

the mandatory conservative criteria of Appendix A:

--Using the unprov'en magnitude saturation concept, the Board
accepted accelerations from a M 6.5 event rather than from
a M 7.5 event to define the SSE accelerations for Diablo Canyon;

--U'sing the unproven effective acceleration concept, the Board
rationalized a .0.75g anchor point for the free field spectrum;

--Using the unproven tau effect, the Board reduced the 0.75g
acceleration to a range of 0.5g to 0.6g,' reduction of 20
to 33 percent.

--Using PGGE's inaccurate computer modeling'of the focusing
phenomenon, the Board rejected'vidence that focusing could
lead to significantly higher accelerations at Diablo Canyon.

In reaching the conclusion that the Diablo Canyon plant satisfies
the NRC's seismic criteria, the Board rewrote the letter,and spirit of

Appendix A, and, in so doing, stripped that regulation of its meaning and

purpose. If the Board's ruling were permitted to stand, the Commission's

established criteria for the seismic safety of nuclear power plants would

,be cast aside in favor of the convenience and simplicity of licensing the

20/ ALAB-644, pp. 123-24; =Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, p. 4.

21/ ALAB-644, p. 117.

22/ Direct Tes,timony of J. Enrique Luco, Reopened Hearing Tr. after
pg. 1138; Direct Testimony of M. Trifunac, Reopened Hearing Tr.
after pg. 1138.
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already constructed, but mistakenly sited, Diablo Canyon plant. By the

standards of Appendix A, Diablo Canyon cannot be licensed to operate.

The public health and safety thus places no case more in need of the

personal scrutiny of the Commissioners than Diablo Canyon.

Respectfully -submitted,

Byron S. Georgiou
Legal Affairs Secretary
Governor's Office
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Herbert H. Brown
Lawrence Coe Lanpher
HILL, CHRISTOPHER AND PHILLIPS, P. C.
1900 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Attorneys for Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr.
of the State of California

July 1, 1981
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